RANGE LAYOUT
Rim Country Bowhunters Association

PLEASE REFER TO THE ACCOMPANYING RANGE MAP.
The Rim Country Bowhunters walking range is set up as one continuous twenty-four (24) target
course. However, there is a shorter, less strenuous eleven (11) target option.
When the shooter reaches target #8 shooting cone, there is the option to continue on the Long
Range which includes targets #8 – #24; or, continue on the Short Range which contains a
different set of #8 - #11 targets. Signage provided at #8 shooting cone directs the shooter to
either the Long or Short Range option. Both options end at the Practice Range parking lot.
The Long Range option contains numerous up and down elevation changes making it much
more of a strenuous challenge. Because of the elevation change, it also provides vistas or our
beautiful Verde Valley including a peek at the Red Rocks of Sedona, and on a clear day a view of
the San Francisco Peaks west of Flagstaff.
The Short Range option allows for a much flatter, easier (terrain-wise) option for those shooters
who, for whatever reason, prefer a less strenuous shooting experience or who are just pressed
for time.
Whichever option you choose, be safe, have a great time and enjoy the Rim Country Bowhunters
Association Archery Range and facilities.

Please review our General Rules and our Shooting Rules before starting.
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GENERAL RULES
Rim Country Bowhunters Association
#1. No alcoholic beverages or use of mind-altering drugs allowed on these premises. Persons under the
influence of same are prohibited from shooting and may be asked to leave.
#2. THIS IS AN ARCHERY RANGE ONLY. It was NOT designed for firearm practice. It is NOT safe for firearm
practice. Do NOT use firearms on any target butt or backstop. Violations will be referred to the Board.
#3. Stay on marked trails when using the walking ranges. Wandering too far off marked paths could create
an unsafe condition by placing you in the arrow deflection zone of another target.
#4. Deposit all trash in provided containers or take it with you.
#5. Extinguish all smoking materials and deposit in appropriate receptacles.
#6. If pets are brought to the range, they must be kept leashed at all times. In addition, owners are
responsible to clean up after their pets.
#7. Youngsters under the age of sixteen must be accompanied by an adult at all times while on the range.
#8. Non-members outside the Verde Valley may be brought to the range, but a current member must
accompany them at all times. You may also bring a Verde Valley resident who is a non-member to the
range twice, after that they must join the club.
#9. All range users are personally responsible for range safety. Please correct or report unsafe conditions.
Our Range Captain is Allen Phillips. He can be contacted at 301-3729.
#10. All range users are responsible for their personal safety. The range is typical, high desert, foothill terrain
with potentially dangerous, southwest plants, animals, reptiles (snakes) and insects (scorpions, spiders,
etc.); so, wear appropriate clothing and footwear. Always be aware of where you put your hands and
feet when walking the range and retrieving arrows.
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SHOOTING RULES
Rim Country Bowhunters Association

#1. Field tips only on practice and walking range target butts. Field tips only for 3D target shoots. No
broadheads allowed except in designated broadhead pit (when constructed).
#2. All shooting is to be into target butts and safety backstops only. No shooting at unauthorized targets
(cans, wildlife etc.).
#3. Shoot only from the designated shooting markers (cones) or anywhere on a line between the furthest (red)
marker and the target butt. Shoot only the shooting station’s intended target. For example, if shooting
from target marker (or cone) #7, you may only shoot at target butt #7 and not any other target butt.
#4. Always know your target AND beyond (including possible arrow deflection zone).
#5. Only shoot when the intended arrow flight path to target AND beyond is safe.
#6. If looking for an arrow that missed a target butt:
a. Have shooting buddy stand in front of target or place bow in front of the target to notify following
shooters to wait until the area is clear.
b. Be aware of adjacent targets & stay out or their arrow deflection zones.
c. If other shooters are present, limit your arrow search time so trailing shooters are not unreasonably
delayed.
d. Always inspect arrows that miss target or hit the target frame or another arrow before re-use.
#7. All range shooters are responsible for verifying safe shooting conditions before releasing an arrow.
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